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traditional book-binding processes [24], paper-based
computing [e.g. 3,6,30] and combining digital technologies
with craft materials as a means of bringing new groups of
people and skills to technology production [15].

Leather is a material used for the making of artifacts ever
since early human history, and which can be used also in
contemporary design for various types of interactive and
electronic products. In this paper, we present a series of
small scale explorations of leather, first as skin close
interfaces for physical engagement, and secondly in terms
of crafting using hand tools and a laser cutter. We reflect on
our experiences along these two strands and discuss future
possibilities of leather as a rich material for providing new
types of interactive experiences. By discussing emerging
topics related to traditional crafting processes and
contemporary rapid fabrication with this material, we find a
great potential of merging such processes and tools for
future interaction design settings.

With the word leather, we refer to skin, usually from cattle,
which through a series of tanning and post-tanning
processes has been converted into a biologically resistant
material with improved functional and thermal properties
[28]. It was one of the first materials used in ancient history
for the crafting of artifacts, ranging from clothes to housing
and nomadic equipment, such as saddles, tents and
furnishing. To this day leather is still used in a range of
utilities and applications that surround us, including
accessories that we wear, furnishing, and parts of tools and
musical instruments. Indeed, elements of leather are also
used to some extent in e.g. headphones and casings of
electronic products; however, for being such a ubiquitous
material in our environment, leather is still largely
unexplored in the domain of interaction design. One of few
examples is the subculture of Steampunk and their use of
specific materials (wood, brass, copper, and leather)
together with contemporary electronics, and how these
design practices are documented and shared in the
community [29].
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INTRODUCTION

In the recent discourse of interaction design, there has been
an increased attention to traditional physical crafts, in
relation to modern fabrication techniques and the so called
post industrial society [11,12], including practiced Do-ItYourself [5,14] and eco design [2].

With the leather material as our starting point, several
questions beg for exploration, the most basic perhaps how
such organic materials could be practically used in the
design of interactive systems. Within the contemporary
settings of interaction design, it is also relevant to explore
more generally how traditional crafts become reappropriated and how they can gain new value. What can
traditional crafting processes teach us when we embark in,
also for us, new types of production processes e.g.
fabrication with rapid prototyping machines, or for
embedding simple electronics in a leather pressure sensor?

In the work presented in this paper, focus will be on the
material of leather and its crafting properties for interaction
designers. This can be seen as a follow up from works of
other researchers within the field who have similarly
merged design aspects with crafting and interaction while
working with a range of materials. Some of these works
have explored making soft textile sensors [21], studies of
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Materials used in design and crafts range from plastics and
metallic compounds to ‘natural’ or organic, each having
their unique affordances, qualities and aesthetics. Natural
materials are considered the ones that are sustainable,
recyclable and biodegradable when disposed [32]. In that
sense, there are several discussions around what is
considered ‘natural’, sustainable, or eco-friendly, since
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most materials used nowadays have been engineered to
some extent, for example by using special dyes to make
leather more durable and waterproof. For us, natural, when
referring to leather means not synthetic leather (e.g. plastic
imitations), but leather made from animal hide, with its
specific limitations and properties in terms of e.g. variable
size, thickness, and strength.

the possibilities of making curved interactive surfaces using
hand-blown glass, to explore expanded possibilities in the
field of in-car interfaces. Meese et al. [13] have involved
ceramics designers and illustrators to explore novel uses
and techniques for visual pattern recognition. Several
scholars have similarly conducted tests and exploratory
design work using interactive electronics combined with
materials such as paper [e.g. 3,6], wood (e.g. [31]), and
different types of textiles [e.g. 21,22].

In design, fashion and applied arts, leather is valued for its
unique visual and tactile properties, as well as for
simultaneously being a flexible and sturdy material. Leather
used in design today makes references both to primitive and
nomadic aesthetics, but also to expensive and luxurious
items, such as leather accessories produced by exclusive
fashion brands, in comparison to ‘cheap’, mass-produced,
fake skin items. Leather also has complex political
connotations. While being embraced as a more sustainable
alternative to most other materials with similar properties, it
is today often produced using questionable processes
causing environmental and animal suffering. However,
organic leather, created using slower traditional methods
without e.g. chemical tanning, does still exist and is also
becoming increasingly popular.

Other relevant directions within the field describe the
process of crafting from a perspective of pointing out how
the crafted artifact reveals specific ‘hidden’ qualities, as in
the case of book binding described by Rosner [24], where
‘sensitivities to delicacy, flexibility and delay emerge
through detailed engagement with the book’ (p. 1155).
Others investigate how historical tools and crafting
practices can provide new insights to interaction design,
such as the possibility of using more complex mechanical
structures, rich materiality and whole-body interaction [4].
In parallel to the interest in traditional crafting techniques,
there has recently been much research around new
possibilities that rapid prototyping tools can offer to the
broader understanding of contemporary interaction design.
Some examples are Mueller et al.’s work on how folded or
bended hard plastics objects could be fabricated using a
laser cutter [16], or Fischer et al.’s project on using a 3D
printer for constructing the casing of a device [5].

Given that leather is a timeless material that can fit into
different contexts, it offers a broad and interesting field for
exploring its properties and affordances in contemporary
design settings. Leather has been explored mostly by
fashion designers for making clothes, accessories or even
extreme sculptural garments that belong almost to the realm
of art (e.g. Una Burke1, Maison Martin Margiela2).
However, there is still much to learn around leather and its
properties when crafted with both traditional and more
contemporary techniques and tools.

With fabrication, we here refer to concrete manufacturing
using various techniques, from the use of hand tools to
rapid prototyping machines, such as laser cutters, 3D
printers or CNC cutters. Until recently, the fabrication
process was primarily referring to mass production of goods
within factories, an idea that changed due to technical and
social developments, which have brought attention also to
local, small scale, and even personal fabrication. Examples
include online communities that allow for extensive sharing
of instruction and advice (e.g. Instructables 3 and
KOBAKANT4), together with the availability of new types
of software and hardware tools for local production.

This new direction of merging technology, ubiquitous
computing and traditional techniques of production with
established knowledge is gaining ground, and is something
that several scholars currently seem to see a great potential
in. Gross et al. argue that within HCI, researchers are
investigating the ways that technology and craft are
increasingly being leveraged together, leading to new
possibilities of making, interacting, or working with
integrity, especially when augmenting traditional practices
or materials with contemporary ones [10].
Traditional crafts in this context can be defined as the
skilled manipulation of physical materials [23], or a means
for logically thinking through senses [17]. Relevant to
notions of nostalgia and romanticism, crafts expand in a
broad field involving a range of materials and techniques.
Several studies have recently investigated similar topics of
how traditional materials can be used for hybrid interactive
or tangible objects. For instance Schmid et al. [26] explored

A related trend is the rapid spread of Fab Labs in several
cities worldwide, described by Gershenfeld as ‘the
combination of commercially available machines and parts,
linked by specific developed software and processes, for
making things’ [9, p. 12]. This has opened a new design
space for small-scale production, since expensive machines
and tools now become available for citizens to use, either
free of charge, or at a lower cost. Easy and quick access to
personal fabrication equipment has now enabled designers
as well as amateur makers to explore a range of physical
shapes of interactive artifacts, while producing more
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prototypes or finalized products in less time. By this shift in
production methods, the number of iteration circles during a
design process has increased, which can possibly improve
the design process itself and subsequently the quality of the
final product.

made out of wood, leather and electronics. Describing the
process of crafting the table’s interactive interface we
discuss topics that became apparent to us when combining
leather with computational components in design. This part
of the study took form during a collaborative workshop
with students from Yildiz Technical University in Istanbul,
where particular elements of nomadic design concepts were
developed. This workshop consisted of five students
enrolled in the Media Technology program, who
contributed mostly during the initial brainstorming sessions,
while the first author, having a background in Product and
Interaction Design, was responsible for making the actual
interactive sound box.

All these trends indicate that there is currently a growing
interest in engaging with so-called ‘natural’ materials, and
many design practitioners and researchers are investigating
their potentials, not only in physical-, but also in digitaland interaction design practices. Bridging technology with
materials, Vallgårda and Redström [30] regard material
properties as a different starting point for exploration in
interaction design that offers new possibilities. Following
on this approach, the topic of this paper is the materiality of
both traditional and digital making, focusing on leather and
its unique properties as a material to craft with.

In the second section (Part 2) we elaborate further on
crafting with leather as such, by presenting the process of
designing and fabricating a series of functional parts of
spatially expanding support structures for the final
exhibition design. We present and describe the fabrication
of one particular type of such leather items, first by using
hand tools in a ‘traditional’ leather crafting process, and
later by using a laser cutter. The first and the third author
initiated the explorations with the laser cutter, since they
had already some experience with leather crafting.

OVERVIEW OF THE STUDY

The design explorations presented in this paper took place
both in Basel and Istanbul, where they have been emerged
and developed, as part of a project called motoco
(http://motoco.me), initiated and run by HyperWerk
Institute for Postindustrial Design. The project is a longterm multi-disciplinary collaboration between designers and
design students from different countries, examining the
potential of creating mobile design networks and building a
common vocabulary of design tools and methods. The
resulting artifacts from this study were designed for, and
later exhibited at, the DMY International Design Festival in
Berlin.

To our help in all this work was also an experienced leather
craftsman, who ran an old leather-crafting workshop near
our research lab, and was an important source of advice and
recommendations at different stages of the design and
crafting process. Another helpful source of inspiration and
knowledge related to leather and its possible uses for
crafting different utilities and accessories, was an old
catalogue from a former suitcase company [20].

Apart from the particular explorations presented in this paper,
the project included a series of sessions exploring leather in
design and interaction, where items such as handles, cases
for iPads and glass holders were fabricated (see Figure 1).

PART 1: CRAFTING AN INTERACTIVE SOUND BOX

In this section we will present the sound box, a simplistic
interactive table constructed out of leather, wood and
electronic components. Since this project was implemented
in Turkey, we chose to integrate elements of the cultural
feature of traditional Turkish tea ceremonies into the
design. The basic idea was that this table could be an
alternative and temporary space, where people could gather,

For the context of this paper, focus will be on how leather
and its physical properties affected the way the artifacts
were crafted, using both hand tools and a laser cutter.
The paper is divided in two sections. In the first section
(Part 1) we present the sound box, a simple interactive table

Figure 1. Examples of leather artifacts designed during the presented study. From top left: (a)a holder for information
leaflets about the project, (b)iPad holders, (c)handles for mobile furniture, (d)holders for glasses used in Turkish tea
ceremonies, (e, f)support structures for spatially expanded exhibition elements (described in Part 2 below), and (g)an
interactive sound box (described in Part 1 below).
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socialize and explore its interactive properties, while
hearing fragments from our experiences in Turkey.

on the backside of the leather surface and the other placed
on a thick cardboard surface facing the leather, which was
added just for this purpose (Figure 2).

The size of the box was 100cmx100cm and its height 50cm,
similar to the common low tea tables that we experienced in
Istanbul. Interactive tables of similar formats have been
explored before, but usually with a table top screen display
[7], or with a focus on particular interactive qualities [18].
Here, however, focus is on our experiences from the
crafting process related to leather as a material that could be
used in interactive artifacts, rather than on how tabletop
surfaces can serve as generic interactive interfaces. This
was our first exploration on how such materials could be
combined when making interactive objects, where leather
could serve as a skin-close interactive interface.

However, in contrast to pressure sensors made out of fabric,
we quickly learnt that leather and its specific affordances
made it slightly different when used for similar
applications. When using leather to craft a pressure sensor,
as in the example presented here, there is a need to adapt

The functionality of the sound box itself was highly
simplistic. The top surface of the box was covered in an
asymmetrical pattern of leather pieces (based on the visual
identity of the project), and divided into five press-sensitive
areas functioning as ‘pushbuttons’, each triggering a
recorded sound file to play. The reason why we chose
simple tactile input for triggering the audio (‘pushbuttons’)
was in order to explore how leather could be used as a
material for skin-close interaction. After placing the big
leather piece on the top of the wooden construction, it was
the actual quality of leather itself (softness and thickness)
that led us craft the buttons on its actual surface. In this
process, we followed a discreet visual and tactile language
for interaction, varying only the texture of the ‘button’ areas
while leaving the smooth, original leather texture on the
non-interactive ones. To create these changes on the leather
surface we used different leather crafting tools, scratching
every ‘button’ and thus giving to each area a different
texture and thereby also a colour shade (Figure 2). Another
‘pushbutton’ area in the shape of a circle functioned as stop
button. To process the sound files and control the inputoutput we used Arduino and Processing open software. The
digital hardware used for the interactive part was placed
inside the box, consisting of a laptop, an Arduino Uno
microcontroller, and a pair of speakers.
The leather surface used for the interactive interface was
measured and cut by hand tools, in order to make a perfect
fit to the space where the wood had been previously
removed (Figure 2). This process required much precision
in both calculating the dimensions and cutting the leather
piece, since the wood and leather should fit nicely one next
to the other to create a smooth surface. The main challenge
was to craft both a good-looking smooth surface, but also a
robust and reliable interactive interface.

Figure 2. Different stages of making the pressuresensitive buttons for the interactive sound box.
previous knowledge of similar examples – mostly with soft
materials – in accordance to the properties of leather.

Crafting Pressure-sensitive Sensors Using Leather

For making the ’pushbutton’ sensors using leather as the
external pressure-sensitive surface, we took inspiration
from how common textile pressure sensors are crafted.
Starting from that point, we used knitted conductive fabric,
conductive thread and cables [see e.g. 20]. Two conductive
fabric pieces were used for each ’button’ area, one placed

In the case of the sound box we used leather with a
thickness of 4mm, which is considered to be relatively thick
and sturdy, and the reason for this was mainly driven by
aspects of construction, specifically the need to combine
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wood and leather of the same thickness. However, due to
the overall weight of the leather surface hosting the
pressure-sensitive sensors, a slight pressure was applied
continuously to them. Even though the decision to cut a big
leather surface, instead of cutting separate leather surfaces
for each one of the ‘pushbuttons’ was taken for reasons
related to construction and visual properties, the same result
would not have happened if other materials had been used,
such as neoprene or thick fabric. The quick solution for this
problem was to add a spongy plastic material with holes
between the two sides of each sensor, in order to eliminate
the sensitivity of each sensor area, caused by the applied
weight of the leather surface. Even though more pressure
was needed afterwards for triggering the audio, the overall
interactive interface was more robust and responsive to
interaction. However, a technically robust interface is not
always enough when it comes to interaction.

to be chosen depending on the needs of each project and
context of use.
Some questions that arose during this process regarding the
use of leather for crafting interactive artifacts:
Could a leather surface be engineered to some extent in
order to acquire conductive properties? Instead of using a
leather surface only as an external casing, where the
electronic qualities are hidden under its surface, the actual
material could potentially be enhanced to be the one
bearing responsive properties, e.g. by combining it with
conductive ink, thread and other substances. That would be
opposed to the simple placing of a leather surface in front
of a conductive one (as presented in the example with the
pressure-sensitive sensors), by crafting a material
composite consisting of leather and a layer of conductive
material, for example.

Since the interface and interaction was so simple, the idea
was to let visitors at the exhibition explore and discover on
their own how to use and play with the sound box (Figure
3). However, during the five days of the exhibition, we
noted how visitors instead of readily treating the interface
as ‘pushbuttons’, often started off by gently touching and
stroking the surface. Part of this could be due to the
ambiguous design of the interface, but it also seemed like
the material as such invited this type of manipulation,
perhaps due to a curiosity of touching the leather, to feel its
texture and quality. The result was that it became harder
than we had imagined for visitors to discover the interactive
qualities of the sound box and how to initiate the
interaction. The main problem was that in this specific
design the pressure sensors under the leather surface were
triggered by applying force, rather than touch. In a later
exploration we replaced the textile pressure sensors with
capacitive sensors under wooden or leather surfaces,
triggered by slight touch, instead of pressure. This proved
to be much more successful in terms of interaction and
more ‘natural’, in terms of the interactive affordances of
these specific materials.

Regarding a systems’ input/output, where leather is used
for the physical interface: Since leather is not broadly used
for designing interactive artifacts, there is still a lot to be
learnt regarding its affordances in relation to a system’s
functionality. For example we saw that leather could be
used when designing for stroking rather than pushing, to
trigger an interactive behaviour. For even richer interactive
experiences some kind of tactile feedback could be included
in interactive leather objects, in order to further address the
observed interest in touching and stroking the surface.
Using the physical properties of leather when crafted
(‘crafting properties’), in order to integrate leather in
interactive artifacts. Since it is difficult to cut and stich on
a leather surface (especially when thick leather is used), the
laser cutter is a valuable tool for forming physical
interactive leather objects. We also noted that the material
could be engraved either with hand tools or with a laser
cutter, or make it blend with other physical materials,
catering for unique interactive experiences.
PART 2: CRAFTING LEATHER ARTIFACTS

In this section we elaborate further on crafted artifacts using
leather, first using hand tools (as a traditional leather
crafting process), and later on by using a laser cutter for
designing and cutting the leather patterns. In these
processes, we designed and constructed a series of custommade ‘joints’, used as central elements for hosting and
holding together a number of wooden poles (Figure 1e) and
Figure 4f) and ‘corners’, used for knotting and tightening
ropes at the edge of each wooden pole (see Figure 1f and
Figure 4d). Both leather items were used as functional parts
of spatially expanding support structures in our design
exhibitions, as shown in Figure 4e.

Figure 3. Exploring the interactive properties of the
sound box, during the DMY International Design
Festival in Berlin, 2012.
Reflections on Leather as a Skin-Close Interface

Process of Crafting Leather Using Hand Tools

Flexibility, one of the properties of leather, makes it
appropriate to be used as a pressure-sensitive interface,
similar to soft ’textile-ish’ materials such as neoprene, felt
or foam. On the other hand, the degree of flexibility
depends on the thickness, the type and the leather qualities

When constructing these artifacts, the first step was to
measure the thickness of each wooden pole belonging to a
construction, which would be inserted into the holes of the
final leather object. The perimeters of each of the three
poles were measured and then a two dimensional sketch
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was drawn on a paper, out of the three-dimensional shape
the leather part should have.

needles, special for leather sewing and strong, waxed yarn
(Figure 4c). For connecting the neighbouring sides together
by hand sewing, each hole for inserting the needles would
be made in advance with an awl hand tool. This could be
avoided when thin leather was used, but in this specific
context the thickness of the leather was 5mm, which was
chosen on purpose to be fairly thick in order for the sewn
leather objects to be rigid and keep the construction parts in
place. Alternatively, the sewing process can be done with a
special sewing machine for leather, which was not available
in this design setting.

As the next step, the ‘spreaded’ pattern was transferred on a
leather surface and cut (Figure 4b). In this stage, before
cutting the leather, additional material should be calculated
around the ‘spreaded’, two-dimensional shape, for making
easier the sewing process that follows. Specifically, the
additional leather was needed both for making the holes to

What makes any hand crafting process special is the fact
that the final crafted artifact is always unique and somewhat
different from what was expected at the beginning. Even
when the exact dimensions of the desired crafted artifact
were well defined at an initial design stage, additional
aspects that appeared during the crafting process would
affect how the final item would look or function. In our
design setting, while constructing the leather ‘corners’ and
‘joints’, some of the aspects that affected the process were
the hand stitching, the innate flexibility of leather, foldings
and pleats made on the leather surface and additional
adaptations and decisions taken throughout the crafting
process.
Process of Crafting Leather Using a Laser Cutter

A different approach to making the above type of leather
items, was to use a laser cutter as part of the leather crafting
process. During these explorations we used the
‘Lasersaur5’, an open source laser cutter, assembled and
operated in our workshop space.

!

One obvious aspect that made this process different
compared to handcrafting was that some parts of the
process, which were previously done by hand and using
hand tools, were now performed using a laser cutter.
Specifically, the sketch was drawn on a computer using 3D
modelling software (Rhinoceros6), which is compatible
with the laser cutter model. In our experience, this
‘automatized’ fabrication process saved much time
compared to handcrafting the leather artifact, and sketching
pieces manually on paper. However, it demanded more time
to be spent on the early stages of thinking and designing
how the final leather item should look and function, before
sending the 2D drawing for cutting. A reflection to this
observation is that crafting in this setting can be considered
the detailed and thoughtful sketch on the modelling
software, whereas traditionally crafting referred to the
manipulation of a material only by hand.

Figure 4. (a)Special tools for leather handcrafting,
used in the presented explorations, (b)2D leather
shape cut out for crafting, (c)using a ‘stitching
horse’ for transforming a 2D leather surface into a
3D form, (d)(e)(f)leather ‘corners’ and ‘joints’
crafted as functional parts of spatially expanding
support structures for design exhibitions.
insert the needles and for holding the leather artifact stable
in the ‘stitching horse’, while sewing. At the end of the
process, any additional leather material can be cut out, or
folded. According to the advice given by the experienced
craftsman, it is better to calculate and cut in advance a
bigger leather surface than the one needed, because of the
difficulty to predict exactly the 3D form produced by a 2D
leather surface.

Another relevant aspect of this process was the fact that the
holes for sewing could be drawn at the same time as the
two-dimensional sketch and thereby also cut by the laser

When it comes to the stage of transforming the twodimensional surface into a three-dimensional ‘sculptural’
form, the neighbouring sides are sewn together. An old
‘stitching horse’ was used for stabilizing the leather piece
during the sewing process, which was done using two thick
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Figure 5. Examples of holes created by the laser cutter, and how this supported sewing and construction of physical
shapes.
cutter, instead of opening each hole by hand, later on in the
process. Sewing was made by hand in a similar way as
described above, using waxed yarns and two needles, while
holding the leather form stable on the ‘stitching horse’. An
interesting observation was that the two-dimensional leather
shape cut with the laser cutter was much easier to sew since
its form and the already-opened holes were reflecting how
to connect the sides and therefore transformed it more
easily into a three-dimensional object. In different stages of
the design process, when there was a need to test ideas
quickly, alternative solutions were used for making 3D
leather functional parts and placing them in a construction.
Since sewing is a time consuming process, we crafted a
series of leather items with wider holes, where plastic cable
binders could be inserted for holding the neighbouring
leather sides closed, instead of sewing the sides
permanently with thread. Therefore a three-dimensional
shape could be assembled much more quickly out of a twodimensional leather surface, after drawing the holes in the
software and cut by the laser cutter (Figure 6).

thus possible to mould, stretch or form into different
shapes. For example it is possible to fold or bend it in
different directions and even create a cast, by stretching it
around a three-dimensional object. The benefit of using this
technique is that when the leather becomes dry and hard
again, it stays in the form given when wet.
To speed up the drying process (which can take up to 12
hours), and with lack of information how this could be
done, we experimented by ’baking’ the leather object in a
microwave oven. Specifically, we wanted to test if one of
the leather joints used for our exhibition structure could
shrink and become more rigid and hard. However, the result
of this experiment was not successful, as the leather object
became hard as plastic and deformed. Other common
’adjusting’ techniques are additional sewing or gluing, for
example to make the parts of a leather object tighter or
smaller. All these techniques, we believe, will be useful to
know of when designing interactive artifacts using leather,
although these specific explorations concerned the making
of non-interactive physical artifacts.
DISCUSSION

In this paper we have aimed to present some explorative
designs, where leather was the material in focus. Based on
our experiences from these cases, we will here discuss issues
that we found especially interesting with respect to our
general research questions:
•

What are the affordances of leather in the context of
interactive artifacts, and what properties of leather
are necessary to consider in such contexts?

•

What can be learnt in the intersection of traditional
crafting processes and contemporary fabrication
with rapid prototyping machines, for the making of
interactive technology?

•

How can traditional crafts be re-appropriated and
gain value in contemporary crafting and interaction
design settings?

Figure 6. Plastic cable binders were used instead of
sewing for making leather prototypes quicker.
‘Adjusting’ Techniques Used in Leather-crafting

The fact that an experienced leather craftsman took part in
our explorations, was important for us in order to observe
and learn some of the ‘adjusting’ techniques used to solve
problems occurring in different stages of the leather crafting
process. This included for example practices of adjusting an
artifact’s shape or size, instead of cutting a new one, when
the result was not the one expected. We learnt that this is an
important part of leather crafting, not only because the high
price of leather, but also for reasons related to traditional
ideals of re-use and repair, as opposed to just starting over
and making new whenever something goes ‘wrong’.

The Interactive Affordances of Leather

The physical properties of leather are familiar to us mainly
from everyday interaction with products in our surrounding
such as bags, clothes, seat covers, to name a few.
Additionally, an established knowledge base exists related
to leatherwork as a crafting technique and hobby, with
specifically designed tools and developed use practices, as

One technique that we tried was to soak the leather in
water, which makes it more flexible, and malleable, and
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documented in several books [e.g. 8,27]. However, crafting
a pressure sensor out of conductive materials and leather, as
well as using a laser cutter to craft hybrid leather objects are
design practices for which there were not much available
references or information at the time of this study
(conducted in 2012). Therefore, the process and the
engagement with the material itself opened up new
perspectives and revealed some of leather’s crafting
properties, but also its interactive affordances.

life cycle, but that are biodegradable, and possible to
produce using environmentally friendly processes. In that
sense, leather could be used instead of plastics or other nonbiodegradable materials for designing interactive items, in
combination with high-tech electronics.
Some questions that arise include how we can combine
leather with electronics. Will we use e-textiles (conductive
thread, textiles etc.) or hard electronics (e.g. making metal
studs through the material and soldering electronic parts
straight onto it)? Since it belongs neither to the category of
’textiles’, even though thin leather is used in similar
contexts (e.g. by fashion designers), nor to the category of
more rigid materials, such as cardboard, plastic or acrylic,
there is a broad space of exploring ways to combine it with
other materials or electronic components.

Our experience is that leather as a material may invite
people to engage in a different way, compared to plastics or
textiles for example. Although this is essentially just a
matter of ‘surface’, and core interactive properties still
reside in the electronic behaviour, such aspects may
fundamentally affect interactions and relationships with and
around the designed artifact. This became especially clear
to us in the public display of the interactive sound box. The
material affordances of stroking rather than pushing came
as a surprise to us and made us reconstruct the whole
interface after the exhibition. The affordance of stroking
also opens up for other potentially interesting use cases that
would be suitable for leather, e.g. to embed tactile or haptic
feedback into interactive leather items.

Another important aspect concerns the assembling and
building of 3D objects out of parts, or 2D surfaces. So far,
building digital artifacts has mostly been towards a
direction of combining and assembling smaller units or
components together, similar to the process of prototyping
circuits in a breadboard, where smaller components are
added and soldered together. In contrast, in the above
presented assembling process, we used a 2D leather surface
that could be cut in every possible shape out of a big leather
piece and transformed into a 3D form by sewing or
connecting the neighbouring sides together. This process
resembles the fashion design process, when in order to
make a 3D shape (garment) you follow a similar process of
cutting a 2D shape out of a surface and then creating the 3D
form by sewing it. We are wondering whether it could be
possible to follow a similar approach for building
interactive, electronic artifacts in the future? How would it
be for example, to have a big 2D surface with embedded
electronics, microchips and circuits and from that to cut
imaginative shapes, e.g. with a laser cutter. This could,
again, be especially relevant with the recent advent of
bendable computer screens and other developments in
computer hardware.

Organic materials also lend themselves to crafting in other
ways than more ‘industrialized’ materials such as plastics.
This affected for instance the way we designed symbolic
patterns as buttons by carving or engraving on the leather
surface. When using leather as a skin-close interface for
interaction, the ‘front’ or external surface could be
engraved in different ways, which can be an important
aspect for creating a distinct visual identity of a specific
interactive object, as was the case in the design of the sound
box. Moreover, when using thick leather, it is possible to
carve out (remove) some of the material’s thickness and
create space for example behind a surface, where
electronics and cables could be hosted. This is possible by
using either hand tools or a laser cutter.
We also found the fact that leather is at the same time soft
and flexible, as well as sturdy and strong, to be an
interesting property for further exploration in the context of
interactive artifacts, for example to incorporate it into
flexible or foldable displays.

Combining
Techniques

Traditional

and

High-tech

Crafting

Rapid prototyping tools such as laser cutters open up the
design and fabrication space by providing new possibilities,
for example to cut a material surface in the most imaginative
shapes and with exact precision. Taking this field of new
possibilities further, when such tools and processes can be
combined with traditional crafting techniques, there seems to
be an interesting and unexplored design space for both
physical and interactive artifacts.

But considering leather as a material that could offer new
possibilities for future interaction design contexts,
additional explorations and studies could be initiated
around already constructed uses, meanings, and techniques
with this material, beyond the level of considering only its
physical affordances [10].

But since this design and production space is still fairly new,
a series of questions arise on how such tools can be used, to
what extent, or what their possibilities and limitations may
be. In our case we were especially struck by how crafting
techniques with long and established traditions came to
enhance and enrich our more contemporary design activities
using high-tech tools. As the design and research world

Leather Combined with Electronics

From a perspective of sustainable design, the short life
cycle of electronic products is an issue often brought up
[19]. If we accept that most interactive products cannot be
expected to last forever, it is relevant to start considering
further use of physical materials that might have a shorter
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expands towards new directions, there is a need for sharing
and articulating such ‘hybrid’ design processes.

life is rubbing off to design and production as well. This is
something which tends to be contradictory to everyday
aesthetics [1] and craft.

In our explorations with the laser cutter our aim was not to
give details on how to use this tool for crafting leather in
the most efficient way, for example what would be the
speed value or depth the laser beam should have for cutting
a leather surface of specific thickness without burning its
surface (which depends on the specific type of leather and
machine used). Instead, by presenting two different leathercrafting approaches we aim at exploring ‘traditional’
crafting techniques using only hand tools in contrast to
contemporary fabrication processes in interaction design
settings, when working with leather.

We are curious how new types of crafting practices will
emerge in the future, when professional crafts such as
leather-crafting, could be taught and practiced together with
contemporary crafting of electronics.
CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented several examples of
working with leather, and discussed the properties of this
material in terms of interaction, electronics design, and for
crafting using both traditional hand tools and modern laser
cutters. Our main motivation for conducting this study was
that there are not yet many reported examples, either in the
interaction- or product design field, where leather is used as
a material for making physical or interactive artifacts using
modern techniques and toolkits. To combine the
functionality of interactive artifacts with the particular
aesthetics and crafting properties of leather opened an
interesting and new design space for us, which hopefully
will inspire future work in the area of natural and organic
materials in the development of interactive products. Our
main findings concerned the interactive affordances of
leather and the crafting properties in terms of electronics,
traditional hand tools, and the use of a laser cutter.

For example, in the process of using the laser cutter, we had
to go through a number of design iterations, necessary for
learning how this tool could be best used with the specific
material of leather, for making a particular design (in our
case leather corners and joints). This was a new field of
exploration for us, as well as for the experienced leather
craftsman, where we had to face a series of unexpected and
new design challenges. Since the use of specific tools affects
the way a material can be crafted, involving a laser cutter in a
leather-crafting process can be seen as a new tool to craft
such material. This changes not only the way traditional
leather crafting is approached and practiced, but it also
implies different crafting properties of leather.
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An important difference between handcrafting processes and
the processes with the laser cutter was that the former
allowed the development of the form and design of the
artifact to develop while making it. When using a laser cutter,
it was necessary to imagine and know the shape, size and
dimensions of the final three-dimensional object in advance,
since it needs to be drawn in real scale, before cutting it with
the machine. For this reason, it seems that elements of
handcrafting are still necessary and helpful in initial design
stages of exploring a shape and form that an artifact should
have. The use of a laser cutter thereby became most useful in
a later design stage, where more artifacts should be made
with already tested dimensions, and in less time.
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